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ABSTRACT: 
 
For the automation of SAR image Block Adjustment, this paper proposed a method of SAR image matching integrating multi-
information. It takes full advantage of SAR image geometric information, feature information, gray-related information and external 
auxiliary terrain information for SAR image matching. And then Image Tie Points (ITPs) of Block Adjustment can be achieved 
automatically. The main parts of extracting ITPs automatically include: First, SAR images were rectified geometrically based on the 
geometric information and external auxiliary terrain information (existed DEM) before match. Second, ground grid points with a 
certain interval can be get in the block area and approximate ITPs were acquired based on external auxiliary terrain information. 
Then match reference point was extracted for homologous image blocks with Harris feature detection operator and ITPs were 
obtained with pyramid matching based on gray-related information. At last, ITPs were transferred from rectified images to original 
SAR images and used in block adjustment. In the experiment, X band airborne SAR images acquired by Chinese airborne SAR 
system——CASMSAR system were used to make up the block. The result had showed that the method is effective for block 
adjustment of SAR data. 
 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 

SAR topographic mapping technology has gradually been used 
widely It is an inevitable trend using SAR technology to solve 
topographic mapping problems in many areas where are 
covered by clouds and fogs. (Zhang, 2010). High-precision geo-
location of SAR images is the basis of SAR topographic 
mapping. When mapping in a large area, block adjustment is 
necessary for high-precision geo-location. Block Adjustment 
can make full use of extra observation information of Image Tie 
Points (ITPs) which are homologous image points on the image 
overlap region. Then the orientation parameters of geometric 
model can be solved. And high-precision geo-location is 
realized with sparse Ground Control Points (GCPs). Acquisition 
of ITPs needs to be resolved first for high-precision geo-
location in a large area with a large number of images. It is 
difficult acquiring ITPs by artificial measurement, especially 
for airborne SAR mapping. Because airborne image area is 
small and number is large. Therefore automatic method of 
extracting ITPS should be developed to meet the needs of 
practical applications (Faugeras, 2013).  
Image matching is the only way of extracting ITPS of Block 
Adjustment automatically. But range projection style of SAR 
imaging which cases severe geometric distortion, and speckle 
noise of SAR image, make matching of SAR images much 
more difficult than optical images (Leberl, 1994). The extensive 
applications of SAR image matching make it to be current 
research focus in the field of SAR remote sensing, but difficult 
implement of it make it to be research difficulty(Gutjahr, 2014). 
For SAR image block, every ITP involves several images. 
These images have great varies of incidence angle and different 
resolutions. It makes the shapes and grays of a ground target on 
different images show great discrepancy, especially on different 
side-looking SAR images (Yoon, 2005). That cases more 
difficulty to matching of SAR image block. 
This paper analysed the problems of SAR image matching in 
block adjustment and proposed SAR image matching method 

integrating multi-information for extracting ITPs of block 
adjustment [2]. The method takes full advantage of SAR image 
geometric information, feature information, gray-related 
information and external auxiliary terrain information for SAR 
image matching, and then ITPs can be achieved automatically. 
 

2. METHODOLOGY 

The matching method aimed to solve the problems of multi-
image matching for SAR Block Adjustment, such as different 
resolutions, severe relative geometric distortion, uncertain 
relative positon of match points, difficulty of matching in non-
feature area and large amount of computation. The method 
takes full advantage of SAR image geometric information, 
feature information, gray-correlated information and external 
auxiliary terrain information for SAR image matching. The 
method mainly contains the follow parts: At first, original SAR 
images were geometric-rectified according to SAR geometric 
imaging model with existed Digital Elevation Model (DEM) for 
external auxiliary terrain information. Relative geometric 
distortion between images could be reduced by rectifying, and 
resolution would be uniform. Then, grid points with 3-D 
coordinates were obtained according to geographic coordinates 
of rectified images and height from DEM. The 3-D points were 
calculated with a certain ground interval in X-Y directions. 
Image points on the rectified images would be got from the 
ground points. Every 3-D ground point would correspond to a 
group of image points. After that, a master image point is 
selected for every image point group. Feature point near the 
master point was extracted by feature detection for the match 
reference point. The homologous points on rectified images 
could be obtained by accurate image matching with the 
reference point. At last, the homologous points on rectified 
images were transferred to image points of original SAR images 
as the ITPs of Block Adjustment. The technical process is as 
Figure 1. 
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Figure 1. Automatic Extraction of ITPs 

 
2.1 Image rectify based on geometric information and 
external auxiliary terrain information 

In a SAR image block, there are relative geometric distortion, 
different scales and different directions of feature between 
different images which observed a ground object from different 
incidence angle (He, 2013). There are unfavourable to feature-
correlation and gray-correlation. The relative geometric 
distortion between SAR images cannot be fitted as optical 
images with polynomial. The distortion follows from the range 
projection. In this paper, geometric rectification was used to 
overcome these disadvantages and improve the possibility and 
precision of SAR multi-image matching. 
The rectification was based on the SAR geometric geolocation 
model combining with external auxiliary terrain information 
that was the existed DEM. Generally, the current high-
resolution SAR system can provide high-precision sensor 
platform tracks. Using SAR imaging parameters and the tracks, 
geometric geolocation model could be established. Then SAR 
image could be rectified with DEM. Geometric distortion would 
be reduced and image spatial scale consistent. 
As showed in Figure 2, a ground object was observed from four 
different positions. The four images were coded with 
WE_01_05 ， WE_04_05, EW_02_05 and EW_02_05. 
WE_01_05 and WE_04_05 was observed from the same side 
with different incidence angles, while EW_02_05 and 
EW_02_05 from the other side. The shapes and scales of the 
object on different images were quite different. After 
rectification, the differences were reduced effectively and the 
homologous point matching would be improved. 

 
Figure 2. Homologous Image blocks on SAR images 

 

 
Figure 3. Blocks on rectified images 

 
2.2 Acquiring approximate ITPs based on external 
auxiliary terrain information 

The determination of initial spatial relationship between 
homologous image points was difficult. A solution was using 
quick feature matching with multi-look images. But for multi-
image matching of SAR Block Adjustment, the computation 
would take match time and the reliability is not stable. It is 
efficient and reliable method using the geographic information. 

After rectification, the rectified images had geographic 
information and the geographic bound of the block was got.  3-
D ground grid point could be obtained with a certain ground 
interval combing with DEM. If  the Gauss plane coordinates of 
left-top corner of this area were , the ground intervals 
were , then plane coordinates the grid point 

located in rows and cols were  and : 

 

The height  could be interpolated from DEM with 

, the 3-D point  was got. According 
the geographic information of rectified images, the 3-D point 
could be transferred to image points of rectified images. For 
every 3-D point, a series of image points will be acquired. For 
the grid point , images would be involved and m image 
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points which were called by 1 2, ,...., m
P P PI I I got in this area. 

Their image coordinates were 1 1 2 2( , ), ( , ),P P P Pr c r c  

...., ( , )m m
P Pr c . This group image points were approximate 

homologous image points. 
 

 
Figure 4. Ground grid points  

 
In the method of this paper, image blocks were clipped from the 
rectified image with a certain width and height. The centers of 
image blocks were the approximate homologous image points. 
For every group of points, a group of image blocks called by 
homologous image blacks could be obtained and correspond to 
the same ground area. For approximate homologous image 
points 1 2, ,...., m

P P PI I I  corresponding to grid point ,r cP  , it is 

possible to obtain image block group 1 2, ,...., m
P P PB B B . 

 
2.3 Extracting match reference point for homologous 
image blocks with image feature information 

For every group approximate homologous image points, one of 
them was selected as master match point (reference point of 
matching) and every other point would be matched to it 
accurately. Then precise homologous points can be obtained. 
But the image point calculated from the ground grid point may 
be located at non-feature point. So feature point near the image 
point would be extracted as the match reference point to avoid 
match failure. For the approximate homologous image points 

1 2, ,...., m
P P PI I I , if k

PI (1 )k m≤ ≤ was selected as the 
master point, the feature point was extracted from the image 
block k

PB  as the reference point. 
In this paper, Harris detection operator was used to extract 

feature point from the master image block as the reference point. 
The basic principle of Harris algorithm is: a small window is 
selected with the interest image point as center point. Gray 
change of the window was calculated when it moved along any 
direction. And gray change was expressed with a formula. If the 
window whose center was image point ( , )x y  moved 
u (pixels) along x  direction and v  (pixels) along y  
direction, the gray change calculated by Harris is expressed as 
follow: 
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∑ , and R is the rotation factor. 1λ  

and 2λ are matrix eigenvalues of M  and mean surface 
curvatures of image along the two main axis x y− . 1λ  and 2λ  
are replaced by ( )Tr M  and ( )Det M  avoid calculation of 
matrix eigenvalues of M . If M  is expressed as:  
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Response function value is the interest value of feature 
extraction. In the reference image block, the point with the 
greatest interest value is extracted as reference point. 
 
2.4 Extracting ITPs with pyramid matching based on gray-
related information 

For each group of homologous image blocks, homologous 
image point corresponding to matching reference point the on 
every image block was obtained by pyramid matching. After 
processing all groups of image blocks, ITPs of the block on 
rectified were extracted. For image block 
group 1 2, ,...., m

P P PB B B , k
PB  was selected for the master 

block, and the reference point k
P refI was extracted. Accurate 

homologous image points 1 2, ,...., m
P mat P mat P matI I I  were 

obtained after matching. 
 
2.5 Transferring ITPs from rectified images to original 
SAR images 

At last, the homologous image points on the rectified images 
would be transferred to homologous image points on the 
original SAR images according to the geo-location model 
assisted by the existed DEM. The ITPS of Block Adjustment 
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were extracted. For the match point Re
k

P cI  on the rectified 

image, its plane coordinates Re Re( , )c cX Y  can be calculated 
according to the geographic information of rectified image. 
Then its height 

RecH  could be interpolated from DEM and 3-D 
coordinates 

Re Re Re( , , )c c cX Y H  were got. After that, image 

coordinates ( , )SAR SARx y of the match image point k
P SARI on 

original SAR image were calculated according to the geo-
location model. Every point was processed as this, and 
homologous image points which were ITPS were obtained. 
 

3. EXPERIMENTS 

In the experiment, X band airborne SAR images acquired by 
Chinese airborne SAR system——CASMSAR system were 
used to make up the block. The study area was located at 
Ruoergai, Sichuan Province. The SAR data contained 11 strips. 
There were 440 SAR images totally when every strip contained 
20 images. The width (showed in Fig.4) of the SAR image 
16384, the height is 8192, and the resolution is 0.5m. The 
overlap between images is more than 60%. There were two 
side-looking observations. One side-looking was from north to 
south when the aircraft flight from east to west, and the other 
was from south to north when the aircraft flight from west to 
east. The Image is showed as in Figure 5. 
 

 
Figure 5. Original SAR image 

 
Auxiliary DEM used in matching was existed DEM of 1:50 000 
scale. Its resolution was 25m, and height accuracy was better 
than 14m. The accuracy of the platform track data acquired by 
Position and Orientation System (POS) of CASMSAR was 
better than 2m after post-treatment。According to geo-location 
model of SAR image, the images could be rectified with DEM 

and platform track data. The rectified image is showed in Figure 
6. 
 

 
Figure 6. Rectified image 

 
According to the above matching process, match points were 
extracted from all of the images. The points of the above image 
were showed in Figure 7. 
 

 
Figure 7. ITPs extracted on the image 

 
The bound of the images and distribution of ITPs were showed 
in Figure 8. A total of 652 ITPs (Showed in Fig.5) were 
extracted using the method of this paper for the block. Block 
adjustment was carried out using these ITPs. The root mean 
square of image point residuals was in azimuth 3.1 pixels, and 
in range 2.7 pixels. The result could meet the precision needs of 
1:10 000 scale mapping. One group ITPs on six SAR images 
were showed in Figure 9. 

 
Figure 8. Block ITPs extracted automatically 
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Figure 9. A Image Tie Point on six SAR images
 

4. CONCLUSION 

 
For the ITPs extraction of SAR Block Adjustment 
automatically, this paper proposed a method of SAR image 
matching integrating multi-information. It takes full advantage 
of SAR image geometric information, feature information, 
gray-related information and external auxiliary terrain 
information for SAR image matching. Experiments were carried 
out with SAR images acquired by Chinese airborne SAR 
system——CASMSAR system. ITPs were extracted and 
precision was evaluated by adjustment solution. The result had 
showed that the method is effective for block adjustment of 
SAR data. And the matching method has been applied in 
western China's 1: 10,000 scale topographic mapping. It 
improves data processing efficiency effectively, and means 
great significance for promotion of SAR mapping applications. 
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